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Abstract
When commenting on the ability of NBA teams it is commonplace to cite a young team’s
inexperience as a negative and the experience of a veteran laden team as a positive.
However, there is a lack of empirical investigation into the effects of player or coach
experience on team performance. In this paper I analyze the effects of player, coach, and
team experience levels on franchise postseason wins. This study uses hand gathered panel
data detailing the 804 NBA seasons played by 30 NBA franchises between 1979 and 2008. I
find that increased postseason player experience increases a team’s ability to make the
playoffs while not increasing their ability to win in the playoffs. A coach’s postseason
experience does contribute to a team’s ability to win in the playoffs. I also find that
teammate experience, a proxy variable for team chemistry, significantly increases a team’s
postseason success. I also offer plausible explanations for these effects. These results
should be of interest to team executives, league analysts, and NBA commentators as it
provides quantitative insight to an issue that has previously been based almost entirely on
conjecture.
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1 Introduction
There is a lack of empirical investigation into the effect of experience on winning in the
literature of sports economics and sports analytics. As a result, the valuation of experience in the
National Basketball Association (NBA) has been relegated to the assumption that experience is always
better than inexperience. This assumption has been applied liberally and developed into an attitude
that experience has a causal relationship with winning and losing.
This is never expressed more often in the NBA than during the playoffs. Teams composed
of relatively young players are criticized for their lack of NBA experience. Teams made of players
new to the playoffs are questioned by comments such as, “They’ve never been in this position
before…” Lesser experienced coaches receive similar comments as well. On the other hand, highly
experienced players and coaches are referred to as “savvy veterans.” When an inexperienced team
wins a series over a veteran laden team, the criticism is not corrected, but only augmented with
positive attributes like “young legs” or athleticism. These valuations of experience are all offered as
self-evident by the empirically unsupported, yet accepted assumption that experience has a causal
relationship with winning.
It is also interesting that aggregate experience between teammates is rarely mentioned as a
contributing factor of success. Aggregate experience might be considered a metric for experiential
team chemistry. In the game of basketball a player’s ability to make good decisions during play is
directly dependent upon his knowledge of each of his teammate’s abilities, limitations, and tendencies.
For instance, such knowledge allows a player to know where on the floor his teammates are most
efficient scorers, where they usually get beat on the defensive end, when they are likely to backdoor
their man and cut to the basket, whether the center can handle a bounce pass in the open court, etc.
Longtime teammates often only need eye contact to communicate during a game. These things
improve the efficiency of a team’s play. Players acquire this teammate information through
experience playing with one another and, while the rosters of the NBA change each year, some
change more than others. Are teams that remain intact, thereby allowing their players to develop this
knowledge, more successful in the postseason than those that do not?
In this paper I present an econometric study of the NBA from 1979 to 2008 in order to
investigate the effects of coach, player, and team experience levels on franchise postseason wins. The
objective of this study is to bring specificity and value to the relationship between experience and
winning in the postseason. In other words, the goal is to take the first step in determining which, if
any, forms of experience show evidence of a causal relationship to winning and to provide an estimate
of that relationship in terms of postseason wins.
I expect to find player NBA experience to be correlated with postseason success because it
takes players time to adjust to professional play. I expect the behavior of teams to follow the same
pattern. However, I do not expect to find any evidence that player postseason experience helps a
team to win in the postseason. Players in the NBA have played at the highest levels of competition
for their age group their entire lives. Having probably been the stars of their high school and college
teams they have been relied on in high pressure situations their entire amateur careers. They reached
the NBA because they have continually performed well in high pressure circumstances. It would be
surprising if teams composed of such players suddenly performed differently when playing under the
pressure of the NBA. However, comments directed at coaches frequently focus on postseason
experience because of the strategic maneuvering required by the playoffs. In the postseason a coach’s
team faces the same opponent up to seven times in a row, compared to the regular season where they
face a new opponent each game. Coaches have compared the difference in strategy between the
playoffs and the regular season to that of chess and checkers. Coaching in the playoffs may or may
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not be a skill acquired specifically through postseason coaching experience. I also expect to find
evidence that team experience has a strong relationship with postseason wins.

2 Data
This econometric study uses panel data detailing 804 NBA seasons played by thirty NBA
franchises between the 1979-80 and 2008-09 seasons.
All experience variables were hand collected from Basketballreference.com and compiled
from a sample of 4,020 players [1].
Variables referring to “players” are calculated from the five players receiving the most
playing time in minutes during the regular season for a given team during a given season. Such
variables are not calculated based on the entire roster or all players receiving an established baseline of
playing time.
Player experience data is divided into NBA experience and postseason experience. Player
NBA experience is defined as the average number of years played in the NBA per player and player
postseason experience is defined as the average number of postseason games played per player.
Separating player experience into these two groups was done with the intent of isolating the effects of
season and postseason experience by controlling for each of them. Furthermore, players on each
team are not homogenous in experience level. There are teams composed mostly of players new to
the league, teams composed of older veterans of the league, and teams composed of both. In order to
control for the heterogeneity of player experience within each team the player experience variables
variance of player NBA experience and variance of player playoff experience are included.
Coaching experience data is also separated into NBA experience and postseason experience,
however, also included as coaching experience variables are coach’s winning percentage for
postseason games, coach tenure, and a coach postseason experience dummy variable. Coach NBA
experience is defined as years spent as a head coach in the NBA. Coach postseason experience is
defined as number of postseason games coached as a head coach. Coach postseason win % is
defined as (postseason games won) / (postseason games coached). Coach tenure is defined as the
number of previous years spent as the head coach of the team in question. Coach postseason
dummy is 1 if the coach has postseason coaching experience and is 0 if the coach does not have
postseason coaching experience.
New players to a team are represented in these data as either a rookie or a veteran new to the
team. The variable rookies started is defined as the number of players among the top five regular
season minute getters for a given team and season who are in the first season of their NBA career.
New veterans is defined as the number of players among the top five regular season minute getters
for a given team and season who have at least one season of prior NBA experience.
This study includes experiential team chemistry as an explanatory variable that is quantified
by the years of shared NBA experience between teammates. Chemistry then is defined as the
number of years the five players playing the most minutes during the regular season have been on
their current team with one another. Each point in a team’s chemistry rating represents one year of
shared experience between two players on their current team.
All data are relevant only to the time prior to a given data point’s season. For example, the
number of postseason games coached included in the data point for a team’s 1991-92 season is the
sum of postseason games that their head coach has coached in his career previous to that season.
Table 1, in the appendix, lists the variables previously defined along with their respective
sample means and standard deviations.
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3 Estimation Results
Table 2 lists the estimation results for the three models from which I derive my main
analysis. All regressions use multiple least squares regression and include a lagged dependent variable.
Teams performing well the previous year are likely to perform well the following year. Including a
lagged dependent variable controls for this persistence. Regression 1 estimates the effects of
independent variables on postseason wins while regression 2 estimates the effects for regular season
wins. Regression 3 is a model of postseason wins restricted to a sample of teams with one or more
postseason wins. The intent of the restricted model is to focus on the variation among playoff teams
rather than all NBA teams.
Table 2.
Independent Variable
Constant
Player NBA Experience
Player NBA Experience Squared
Variance of Player NBA Experience
Player Postseason Experience
Variance of Player Postseason
Experience
Chemistry
Chemistry Including Coach
Coach NBA Experience
Coach Tenure
Coach Postseason Experience
Coach Postseason Win %
Coach Postseason Dummy
New Veterans
Rookies Started
Postseason Games Won Previous Year
Season Games Won Previous Year
R^2
Total Panel Observations

1. (Postseason)
-1.26(.96)
.61(.34)*
-.07(.03)**
.01(.03)
.04(.02)***
-.0003(.0002)
.06(.02)**
-.08(.04)**
-.01(.05)
.008(.005)*
2.08(.69)***
.026(.19)
-.35(.3)
.27(.05)***

2. (Season)
15.08(2.70)
1.95(.94)**
-.17(.08)**
-.16(.07)**
.07(.04)**
.0008(.0005)
-

.08(.06)

.05(.09)
.17(.14)
-.01(.01)
7.00(1.82)***
-.534(.51)
-1.32(.81)

3.(Restricted)
.32(.87)
.85(.64)
-.08(.05)
.06(.04)
.02(.02)
-.0003(.0003)
.06(.03)*
-.11(.06)**
-.07(.09)
.01(.007)**
1.39(1.22)
.21(.33)
-.62(.60)
.19(.07)***

.43(.04)***
.35
774

.498
774

.24
382

Notes: Numerical results are reported for variables as: Regression Coefficient(Standard
Error)
Statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels are denoted by *, **, and ***
respectively.
3.1 Player Experience
Regression 1 of Table 2 estimates player NBA experience to have a quadratic correlation to
postseason wins significant at the 10% level. A quadratic relationship is intuitive considering the skill
of a basketball player rises initially, peaks at some point, and eventually falls with age until retirement.
This model estimates that the effectiveness of a team follows the same pattern as that of its individual
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players. The estimated coefficients for player NBA experience and player NBA experience squared
are .61 and -.07 respectively. Interpreting these estimates indicates an ideal average player NBA
experience level for a team to be 4.33 seasons played per player. In other words, the model estimates
that 4.33 seasons played per player is the level at which a team’s effectiveness peaks just as an
individual player would peak. The sample mean for this variable is 4.9 years per player. It appears
that, on average, NBA franchises operate near this optimum level.
However, more important is whether being above or below this level would yield a large
disparity in postseason wins. Holding other explanatory variables constant, the optimum level of 4.33
years per player is estimated to have an effect of 1.31 postseason games won from player NBA
experience. A team below this optimum level by one standard deviation would estimate an effect of
1.06 postseason games won, a difference of about .25 postseason games. This effect could be
considered large enough to support citing a lack of team experience as a weakness for a team, but
being statistically significant at just the 10% level points to the ambiguity of this variable rather than
the strength of it.
Player postseason experience on the other hand is significant at the 1% level and yields a
coefficient of .04 providing initial evidence supporting the conclusion that postseason experience
leads to winning in the postseason. A coefficient of .04 may seem small, but considering that the
sample mean of player postseason experience is 26.31 postseason games played per player, the effect
of this variable is 1.05 postseason games won. Furthermore, the standard deviation of this variable is
23.13, meaning the variance between teams in postseason experience is large. This model estimates
that teams one standard deviation below the mean (3.18 postseason games played per player) can
expect to win about 1.76 fewer postseason games than teams one standard deviation above the mean
(49.44 games per player). 1.76 games is a large effect and seems unreasonably high.
A closer look, through the lens of regression 3, reveals that player postseason experience
becomes statistically insignificant when the sample is restricted to include only teams winning one or
more postseason games for a given year. This is an indication that player postseason experience may
get a team into the playoffs, thus providing the opportunity to win postseason games, while not
increasing their ability to win postseason games. The coefficient in regression 1 can be seen as a
byproduct of teams making the playoffs. Teams that have an opportunity to win postseason games
will inevitably win more than those that do not. This conclusion is further supported considering
regression 2, the model employing regular season wins as the dependent variable. Regression 2
estimates player postseason experience to be significant at the 5% level with the variable’s mean value
correlated with 1.93 regular season wins. Regressions 2 and 3 both reveal the bigger picture that while
player postseason experience may be correlated with entry into the postseason, it is not a cause of
winning once in the postseason.
3.2 Coaching Experience
Multiple measures of coaching experience are initially statistically significant when regressed
against postseason wins, however, not all can confidently be considered important to winning in the
postseason.
Coach NBA experience is statistically significant at the 5% level when regressed against
postseason wins in both regression 1 and regression 2. The coefficient in regression 1 is -.08,
surprisingly showing coaches NBA experience to be negatively correlated with postseason wins. This
negative correlation is the result of controlling for coach’s postseason games coached. When
postseason games coached are held constant while regular seasons coached increases, it would
translate to a coach achieving less postseason games per season. Considering the only way to increase
postseason games coached per year is to win postseason games, having less postseason games
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coached per season means there were less postseason wins per season. By controlling for coach
postseason experience the coefficient for coach NBA experience yields a negative regression
coefficient.
However, when the coach postseason dummy variable replaces coach postseason experience
and coach postseason win % from regression 1, coach NBA experience becomes statistically
insignificant rather than maintaining a statistically significant negative effect. This change is because
the number of postseason games coached is no longer held constant while years coached varies. This
result suggests that a coach’s general NBA experience is not causally related to winning in the
postseason.
While the coach postseason dummy variable discredits coach’s NBA experience as a
contributor to winning in the postseason, it reaffirms the importance of a coach’s postseason
experience. The coefficient for coach postseason dummy is estimated to be .67 and is significant at
the 5% level. Intuitively, this means that a team who has a head coach with postseason experience is
estimated to win .67 more postseason games than if the team were headed by a coach without
postseason experience. Furthermore, regression 1 estimates the regression coefficient of coach
postseason experience to be .014 postseason games won per postseason game coached. The sample
mean being 43.57 postseason games coached yields .61 postseason wins due to coach postseason
experience.
While regular season coaching experience does not seem to have much importance to
postseason success, there is evidence that having postseason coaching experience, as well as the
amount of that experience, does contribute to winning in the postseason. This makes sense
considering the NBA is the only major basketball league in which playoffs are played in a series
format where opponents play one another up to seven times in a row. The uniqueness of this
tournament format to basketball would also make experience coaching within it unique, and plausibly
valuable.
3.3 Experiential Team Chemistry
Chemistry is statistically significant when regressed against postseason wins in regressions 1
and 3. Regression 1 estimates chemistry’s coefficient to be .06 at 5% statistical significance. Meaning
each year of shared experience between two teammates is correlated with .06 postseason wins. Again,
this effect may seem small, but the sample mean for team chemistry is 12.73 with a standard deviation
of 10.75. The average team is estimated to win .74 postseason games due to their team chemistry. A
team composed of players who have very little history of playing with one another, one standard
deviation below the sample mean, would have a chemistry rating of approximately 2 and could
estimate .12 postseason wins from this effect. However, the distribution of this variable is skewed to
the right and it is not unusual for teams to have chemistry ratings above 30. A team composed of
longtime teammates who have 30 seasons of shared experience are correlated to win 1.74 postseason
games, a difference of 1.62 postseason wins compared to the inexperienced team.
Regression 3 supports this estimate after being corrected for multicollinearity. Chemistry, as
defined in this study, is strongly correlated with two other variables. Chemistry is correlated with the
dependent variables new veterans and rookies started. Chemistry has an approximate linear
relationship with these two variables because introducing a new player to a roster, either a rookie or a
new veteran, will by definition decrease that team’s chemistry rating (the exception being when the
new player replaces a player who was new the previous year). When these two variables are included
in the model, and therefore held constant, their linear relationship with chemistry confounds its effect
because holding them constant limits the variation of chemistry. In the unrestricted model of
regression 1 the sample size was large enough that multicollinearity did not pose a problem. However,
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when the sample is restricted in regression 3 it reduces the number of observations by 51% and
multicollinearity becomes an issue. The coefficients of these two variables are statistically insignificant
in regression 1 and when withheld from regression 3, chemistry has an estimated coefficient of .056
significant at the 5% level. The original estimate from regression 1 is reduced by 6.7% and retains its
statistical significance, strengthening evidence of chemistry’s causal relation to postseason wins.
Regression 2 reports chemistry to be statistically insignificant when regressed against regular
season wins. This is because the variable, intended to represent five players playing together during
games, inadequately describes an 82 game regular season where lineups are commonly in flux. The
five players on the court at any given time vary during the regular season as coaches experiment with
different lineups and distributions of playing time. Injuries also contribute to this as players have less
incentive to play through their injuries during the regular season than they do in the postseason. The
variability of lineups in the regular season means that the five players used in calculation of the
chemistry variable spend less time on the court together during regular season games. This leads to
chemistry’s lack of statistical significance when regressed against regular season wins in regression 2.
The chemistry variable is also impactful considering its potential to change between seasons.
A team that leaves their roster alone, allowing their players to gain another year of teammate
experience, will see their chemistry rise by 10 years of teammate experience from the previous season.
Using the more conservative estimate, this increase would correlate with .56 more wins in the
postseason than their previous season. On the other hand, teams that insert new players to their
rosters can lose far more than the 10 years of teammate experience gained by leaving it intact. The
1999 Utah Jazz for example, was a team that had remained intact and had a chemistry rating of 60.
They won four playoff games that year and during the offseason they replaced Jeff Hornacek and
Howard Eisley with John Starks and Donyell Marshall, who were acquired during the off-season.
Making the transaction dropped the Jazz’s chemistry rating from 60 to 29. The model would estimate
this drop, in terms of chemistry alone, to reduce their postseason wins by 1.7 games. The following
season the Jazz managed to win just two playoff games, losing in the first round. This model is not
predictive and does not indicate that the Jazz should not have acquired Starks and Marshall. Part of
the intention of this study was to estimate the impact of these forms of experience and this example is
offered in order to illustrate that potential impact.
The potential impact of this chemistry variable could be understood as a disincentive to
make transactions. A player's worth to a team includes the knowledge he has accumulated about his
teammates as well as his teammates’ about him. This study indicates the new player’s production and
the efficiency of the team is likely to be diminished simply because they are unfamiliar with their
teammates. It is most relevant when a prospective new player would be acquired as a short term
investment because the teammate experience lost by making the transaction would not be recouped.
However, this study does not offer information nearly specific enough to make such analysis
possible. Further research is needed to do so. Such research would focus on team and player
production when a player enters a new team. It is reasonable to hypothesize that experiential
chemistry is subject to diminishing returns. By this I mean that the first year teammates play together
would produce more efficacy than their tenth year playing together. The variable also might have a
disproportionate effect between player positions. It could be that knowing one’s teammates has a
greater impact as a point guard than as a center.
There are several weaknesses to this variable that are worth discussing. First, chemistry is a
proxy. It in no way represents the way two or more players might naturally work well together on the
court, which is the usual way that one thinks about a team’s chemistry. The variable simply quantifies
the number of years the five players receiving the most minutes during the regular season have played
with one another in order to quantify teammate knowledge within a basketball team. That being said,
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this proxy may not capture the entire effect that teammate experience actually has on postseason
success or it may overestimate it. However, there is considerable evidence that it plays a role in
postseason wins. Also a potential drawback to this variable is that it is regressed on postseason wins
when the variable is calculated from regular season minutes played. It would have been more accurate
to use postseason minutes played as the filter to decide which five players would be used to calculate
this variable. It was an oversight I made while gathering data. However, regular season distribution
of minutes closely matches that of playoff minutes as coaches put their best players on the floor as
often as they can whether it is a regular season or a playoff game. What does go unrecognized by this
variable are injuries that prevented players from playing in the playoffs, but this is a minor inaccuracy
considering both the sample size of the 4,020 players included in the calculation of this variable and
the rarity of such injuries.

4 Conclusion
In light of these results, I would respond to comments aired each year in the NBA with
three statements. First, the most common criticism is of the inexperience of younger teams and this
study does not support this conclusion, regardless of whether their NBA experience or playoff
experience is the topic of discussion. Second, the number of years of experience a coach has in the
NBA is an irrelevant figure. It is a coach’s playoff experience, not the length of their NBA coaching
career, which is relevant to winning in the postseason. Finally, it suggests that what should be
assigned more attention is the value associated with keeping teammates together.
Indirectly this study also takes the first step in quantifying a disincentive to make
transactions. At the end of each season the teams that achieved their goals have the luxury of
satisfaction. For everyone else their instinct generally says to try something new, however, these
results suggest that sometimes the right decision is to do nothing in order to give the current team the
time to improve as a unit. More research is needed before “sometimes” in the previous sentence can
be specified.
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7 Appendix
Table 1. Variable Statistics
Variable name
Player Experience

Mean(Standard Deviation)
4.9 (1.91)

Player Experience Squared

27.69 (20.85)

Variance Player Experience

9.78 (7.53)

Player Postseason Experience

26.31 (23.13)

Variance Player Postseason Experience

692.26 (1085.97)

Player Postseason Experience Dummy

3.82 (1.41)

Chemistry

12.73 (10.15)

Coach Experience

6.67 (6.46)

Coach Playoff Win %

0.44 (0.16)

Coach Playoff Experience

43.57 (53.99)

Coach Tenure

2.16 (2.86)

New Veterans

0.83 (.95)

Rookies Started

0.34 (.59)

Post Games Won

2.64 (4.11)
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Season Wins

41 (12.72)
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